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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to investigate an extension of reputation
based topic trust computation to include degrees of user’s influence in
community. We propose a computation method which is exhibited within
two steps: (i) Execute topic trust estimation with influence and interests via interaction among peers; (ii) Perform trust computation from
reputation according similarity degrees with trustee peer.

1

Introduction

In the real world, the influence of a person on community may change the
viewpoint of users in making decisions or selecting items such as goods, books
for their purchases. In social networks and on line shopping webs, Modeling
and analyzing user’s influences in social networks have attracted a great deal
Key words: social networks, models of societies, text processing, decision support,
distributed systems, artificial intelligence, reliability.
2010 AMS Mathematics classification: 911D30, 91D10, 68U115, 68U35, 68M14, 68M115,
68T99.
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of research interests [1] [2] [3] [8] [4] [9] [10] [11]. In this paper, we propose
a model of computational influence which is defined by means of user’s some
interest threshold on topics and the number of feedbacks of users when receiving
messages.
From this model, we construct a computation function of trust that is integrated from three factors: experience of user’s interaction or experience trust,
user’s interest degrees on topics and influence weights. We make use of similar measures being constructed from interest and influence degrees to estimate
trustworthiness of truster peers on trustees to include reputation in computation. This work is an extension of our previous researches of trust estimation,
which is mainly based on interaction experience among partners and their interests on social network [5] [6] [7] [12] [13] [14].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents an
updated version of computing degrees of user’s interests and entries based on
their vectorial representations. Section 3 is devoted to considering computation
of user’s influence degrees on community. Similarity measures of interests,
entries and influences are described in Section 4. Section 5 presents the formulas
of reputation based topic trust computation extended for influence of peers.
Section 6 is an open problem and conclusions.

2

Estimating Degrees of User’s Interests based
on Vectors of Topics and Entries

This section is first to describe a graphical representation of social network.
Then, we present an updated version of computation of the interest degrees
based on weighted vectors for topics and user’s entries exhibited in our previous
work [6].

2.1

Social Network

A social network is defined as a directed graph S = (U, I, E), in which
- U = {u1 , . . . , um } is a set of users, whose elements are autonomous entities being called peers. In this paper, the terms of peer and user are used
interchangeably;
- I is a set of all interactions or connections Iij from ui to uj . kIij k is denoted
to be the number of such interactions. Each interaction between users ui and
uj is a transaction at an instant time, which occurs when ui sends to uj via
some ”wall” messages such as post, comment, like, opinions etc.
- E = {E1 , . . . , Em } is the set of entries dispatched by users U = {u1 , . . . , um },
where Ei = {ei1 , . . . , eimi } are entries given by ui . Each entry is a brief piece
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of information dispatched from some user ui to make a description or post
information/idea/opinions on an item such as a paper, a book, a film, a video
etc.

2.2

Vectorial Representation of Entries and Topics

Suppose that T = {T1 , . . . , Tp } is a collection of topics, in which each topic is
defined as a set of terms or words. The technique tf − idf (d, Di ) = tf (d, Di ) ×
idf (d, D) for vectorial representation [7] of such entries and topics are applied,
where tf (d, Di ) is the number of times the term d appears in Di and idf (d, D) =
). Based on the similarity of vectors, we might classify entries
log( 1+k{DkDk
i |d∈Di }k
into classes w.r.t. topics and define interest degrees of ui in topic t.
Let VT = {v1 , . . . , vq } be a set of q distinct terms in all Ti ∈ T . A topic
vector w.r.t. each topic Ti is a weighted one, which is defined as follows
ti = (wi1 , . . . , wiq )

(1)

where wik = tf (vk , Ti ) × idf (vk , T ), vk ∈ VT .
As denoted previously, eil is an entry of terms dispatched by ui . An entry
vector w.r.t. topics T , briefly topic vector, is a weighted one, which is defined
as follows
etil = (e1il , . . . , epil )

(2)

eril

where
= tf (vr , eil ) × idf (vr , Ei ), vr ∈ VT .
Suppose that Ei = {ei1 , . . . , eini } and Ej = {ej1 , . . . , ejnj } are sets of entries
dispatched by users ui , uj , respectively. Let Vij be a set of distinct terms
occurring in Ei and Ej . Entry vectors ejil , eijk are defined as follows
kVij k

ejil = (e1il , . . . , eil

), l = 1, . . . , ni

(3)

kV k

eijk = (e1jk , . . . , ejk ij ), k = 1, . . . , nj
where

eril

= tf (vr , eil ) × idf (vr , Ei ),

erjk

(4)

= tf (vr , ejk ) × idf (vr , Ej ) vr ∈ Vij .
t

Thus, we can define a sequence of topic vectors etil1 , . . . , eilp w.r.t. each entry
and a sequence of entry vectors eji1 , . . . , ejini w.r.t. entries Ej . These vectors will
be utilized for constructing measures of user’s similarity and interests, which
are presented in the next subsection.

2.3

Interest Degrees

Based on the above definitions of vectors, we can define correlation degrees
cor(etij , tk ) among entries eij given by ui w.r.t. topics tk as follows:
P
i (ui − ū)(vi − v̄)
pP
cor(u, v) = pP
(5)
2
2
i (ui − ū) ×
i (vi − v̄)
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Pn
Pn
where ū = n1 ( i=1 ui ) and v̄ = n1 ( i=1 vi ). It is clear that values of the
function sim(x, y) belong to the interval [0, 1], whereas values of cor(x, y) are
to bound values of
in [−1, 1]. We may make use of the function f (x) = (x+1)
2
function cor(x, y) into the unit interval [0, 1].
An entry eij is called -entry w.r.t. topic tk if and only if cor(etij , tk ) ≥ ,
where 0 <  ≤ 1. We consider three interest measures as follows: The interest
degree of ui in topic t is defined by one of the following formulas:
intM ax(ui , t) = max(cor(etij , t))

(6)

j

X

cor(etij , t)

j

intCor(ui , t) =

(7)

kEi k


intSum(ui , t) =


nti

nti

1
X +
2
nl

X

i

l∈T





nlk

(8)

uk ∈U ,l∈T

where nti is the number of -entries concerned about the topic t given by ui .
For easy presentation, we denote intX(ui , t) to be one of the above formulas,
in which X may be Sum, Cor, M ax. The interest vector of users in various
topics is defined by the formula:
uti = (u1i , . . . , upi )

(9)

in which uki = intX(ui , t) is the interest degree of user ui in topics tk ∈ T (k =
1, . . . , p), X may be Sum, Max, Cor as defined in Formulas (6), (7), (8).
The definition of vectors with various degrees is utilized for constructing
the similarity of users in their interests which is considered in the next section.

3

User’s Influence on Community

In this section, we construct an influence degree of a peer based on ”backward
interaction” by means of dispatching entries on wall. It means that when a
peer dispatches a message, feedbacks from the other ones in the forms of ”like”,
”share” etc. are called influences. We utilize Jaccard similarity to measure the
degrees of the peer’s influences on community. First we observe that:
• The more feedbacks a peer receives, the more he impacts on community
• The more feedbacks a peer receives, the more he attracts
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We have the following definition.
Definition 1. A δ-influence set by ui on topic t is defined by the following
formula
δ,t
Fi←
= {uk kuk issues feedbacks to eil ∈ Ei , intX(uk , t) ≥ δ}

(10)

where 0 < δ ≤ 1 is a given interest threshold.
Definition 2. The influence degree of ui on community is defined by the following formula
inf Deg(ui , t) =

δ,t
kFi←
k
kIk

(11)

where I is the universe of all users.
The influence vector of users in various topics is defined by the formulas
uinf
= (uinf,1
, . . . , uinf,p
)
i
i
i

(12)

where uinf,k
= inf Deg(ui , tk ), k = 1, . . . , p.
i

4
4.1

Similarities of Influence, Interest and Entries
Similarity of Users

Definition 3. A function sim : U × U → [0, 1] is a similarity measure iff it
satisfies the following conditions:
(i) sim(ui , ui ) = 1, for all ui ∈ U
(ii) sim(ui , uj ) = sim(uj , ui ), for all ui , uj ∈ U
δ,t
δ,t
Definition 4. Let Fi←
and Fj←
be two sets of δ-influence by ui and uj , respectively. Influence similarity is defined as follows

simδ,t
inf (ui , uj ) =

δ,t
δ,t
Fi←
∩ Fj←
δ,t
δ,t
Fi←
∪ Fj←

(13)

Definition 5. Influence similarity of two peers ui and uj is defined as a cosine
similarity of two vectors uinf
and uinf
i
j
siminf (ui , uj ) =

inf
< uinf
>
i , uj
inf
kuinf
i k × kuj k

(14)

in which < u, v > is the scalar product, × is the usual multiple operation and
k.k is the Euclidean length of a vector.
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Based on this interest vector, we can construct a similar measure in interests
as follows:
Definition 6 ([6]). Interest similarity of two peers ui and uj is defined as a
cosine similarity of two vectors ui and uj
simX
int (ui , uj ) =

< uti , utj >
kuti k × kutj k

(15)

in which < u, v > is the scalar product, × is the usual multiple operation and
k.k is the Euclidean length of a vector; X is M ax, Cor or Sum up on the
computation of uki ∈ uti and ukj ∈ utj as defined in Section 2.
The profile or entries similarity of two users is defined according to entries
dispatched by users as follows
Definition 7. Given two users ui , uj with sets of entries Ei = {ei1 , . . . , eini }
and Ej = {ej1 , . . . , ejnj }, respectively. Profile similarity of users is defined by
one of the following formulas
j
i
(i) simmax
pro (ui , uj ) = maxk,l (sim(eik , ejl ))

(ii) simsum
pro (ui , uj ) =

j
i
k,l (sim(eik ,ejl ))

P

kEi k+kEj k

in which (sim(eiik , ejjl )) is the usual cosine similarity measure.
Definition 8. The general similarity, or briefly similarity, between ui and uj
is defined by the weighted composition of their partial similarities and given by
the following formula
Y
sim(ui , uj ) = α × siminf (ui , uj ) + β × simX
int (ui , uj ) + γ × simpro (ui , uj )
(16)

where α, β, γ ≥ 0 and α + β + γ = 1.
It is easy to prove the following proposition.
max
Proposition 1. For all ui , uj , siminf (ui , uj ), simsum
pro (ui , uj ), simpro (ui , uj )
ax
Cor
Sum
and simM
int (ui , uj ), simint (ui , uj ), simint (ui , uj ), sim(ui , uj ) are similarity
measures.

Thus, for every couple ui and uj , we can define their similarity degrees
in interest, influence, profile and general. The question is that there is any
correlation among these measures. The problem will be investigated from the
view point of computational trustworthiness and presented in the next section.
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5

Trustworthiness of Users based on Interaction, Interests and Influences

Based on similarity measures constructed in Section 4, we now develop a
method for estimating topic trust among users. Rather than computation
merely based on interaction and interest degrees [7], the novel one investigates
how the contribution of the community influence in trustworthiness among
peers. It means that trust estimation value of a truster peer on a trustee one
is a function with the following parameters:
• Interaction experience of truster on trustee
• Interest degrees on topics of trustees
• Influence degree of the trustee peer on community
• Reputation given by similar peers on the trustee in hand
This paper is considered as a complementary work with ones proposed by
ourselves [6][7]. We first consider some basic concepts being necessary for
constructing such a function.

5.1

Levels of Interaction

Given a user ui , we denote L1i the set of all users directly interacting with ui ,
L2i the set of all users having interaction with some user in L1i but not with ui .
Recursively, we can define a sequence of k-level Lki of user ui .
Definition 9. Given Lki a k-level of ui . The average similarity threshold of
the k-level w.r.t. ui is defined by the formula
P
sim(ui , v)
v∈Lk
i
(17)
θ=
kLki k
where sim(ui , v) is defined as in Definition 8 .
From this concept we can define k-level close friend as follows:
Definition 10. A peer v ∈ Lki is a k-level close friend of ui w.r.t. θ iff its
similarity with ui is greater than similarity threshold θ. Denote Lk,θ
= {v ∈
i
Lki |sim(ui , v) ≥ θ}
In this paper, we focus on investigating the class of close friends in 1-level
w.r.t. the threshold θ.
Definition 11. An entry eil ∈ Ei is an acceptable one w.r.t. topic t if etil ≥ δ,
where δ is a given threshold. Denote Eit,δ to be the set of acceptable entries
w.r.t. topic t and threshold δ given by ui .
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Experience based Topic-aware Trust with Interests
and Influence

Definition 12 ([6]). A function trusttopic : U × U × T → [0, 1] is called a topic
trust function, in which [0, 1] is an unit interval of the real numbers. Given a
source peer ui , a sink peer uj and a topic t, the value trusttopic (i, j, t) = utij
means that ui (truster) trusts uj (trustee) of topic t w.r.t. the degree utij .
Definition 13 ([6]). Experience trust of user ui on user uj , denoted trustexp (i, j),
is defined by the formula
kIij k
k=1,k6=i kIik k

trustexp (i, j) = Pm

(18)

where kIik k is the number of connections ui with each uk ∈ U.
Based on the degrees of interaction, user’s interest and influence, we can
define the experience topic trust for sink peers of 1-friends L1i of ui . The
computation is constructed from the observation: (i) The more a peer interacts
with an opponent, the higher it is reliable; (ii) The higher degree of interest a
peer owns, the more trust on him it should be assigned; (iii) The higher the
degree of influence a peer is, the more reliable it is. We have the following
definition.
Definition 14. Suppose that trustexp (i, j) is the experience trust of ui on uj ,
intX(j, t) is the interest degree of uj on the topic t and inf Deg(j, t) is the
influence degree of uj on community. Then the experience topic trust of ui on
uj of topic t is defined by the following formula:
exp
trustexp
(i, j) + β × intX(j, t) + γ × inf Deg(j, t) (19)
topic (i, j, t) = α × trust

where α, β, γ ≥ 0, α + β + γ = 1.
The parameters α, β, γ are used to represent the correlation degrees of interest, interaction and influence in social networks. These parameters need to
be measured by means of experiments.
It is easy to see that
Proposition 2. The function trustexp
topic (i, j, t) is a topic trust function.

5.3

Reputation based Estimation of Trust for Peers of Lpi
where p = 1

Definition 14 provides a formula for estimating topic trust by truster’s experience of interaction with a trustee. However, as previously discussed, the
reliability on a peer is also affected by opinions given by reputation about the
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trustee. Now we consider a method of reputation-based estimation of trust
which is resulted from some similarity of peers with the trustee in hand. The
topic trust is then called reputation or reference topic trust and exhibited in
the following definition.
be
Definition 15. Given a source peer ui . Let L1i be the 1−level of ui and L1,θ
i
the set of 1-level close friends of ui with the threshold θ. Then, the reputation
topic trust is defined by the formula:
P
trustexp
topic (i, v, t) × sim(v, j)
v∈L1,θ
ref
i
trusttopic (i, j, t) =
(20)
kL1,θ
i k
It is easy to prove the following proposition
Proposition 3. The function trustref
topic (i, j, t) is a topic trust function.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced a method of trust estimation which is constructed from degrees of interaction of peers, interests, influence and reputation.
The computation is composed of two stages: (i) First, the experience trust is
computed by means of a function of directed interaction, interest and influence; (ii) Second, reference or reputation trust on a trustee is estimated via a
function of experience trust of peers which are similar with the trustee. A open
problem is that when a peer belongs to Lpi where p > 1, how the estimation
of trust on the trustee must be computed via propagation of various levels.
We are also currently performing experimental evaluation and comparing with
other models on trust computation in social network. The research results will
be presented in our future work.
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